Our Synergy Collection is the premium choice for discriminating homeowners and builders, and is available in three wood species.

Cypress is a beautiful, durable wood with a tight grain that is naturally more resistant to insects, rot, and decay. Offered in #2 and Select Grades.

Ponderosa Pine’s strength, density availability and fine texture make it a very popular and sustainable wood choice for your wood wall and ceiling projects. Offered in #2 Grade.

Southern Pine’s strength, value and character make it a great choice for ceilings and walls. Offered in #2 and C-Grade.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

Each board has a 5” face with random lengths (4’-14’) depending on the wood species with a choice of V-Joint or Nickel Joint T&G. Each bundle has 4 Synergy boards.

AUBURN BORDEAUX CLEAR COLONIAL
EBONY HONEY NANTUCKET WEATHERED GREY

Pecky Cypress is a rare and highly prized wood. The unusual “pecky” pattern is caused by a fungus that attacks the heartwood of mature Cypress trees, creating an effect of pocketing and striation. When the Cypress timber is milled, the natural grooves and divots create a very unique and rustic look.

Because of the growing scarcity of Pecky Cypress, we developed a proprietary process that re-creates the rare pecky appearance consistently throughout each plank. E-Peck® is available in Cypress, Ponderosa Pine or Southern Pine boards.

Each board has a 5” face width. Available in V-Joint, Nickel Joint or Square Edge T&G patterns. Packaged in 4 piece bundles.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

1X4 S4S AND 1X6 S4S TRIM ALSO AVAILABLE. ALL MOLDING PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE IN PRE-FINISHED CYPRESS. 1-1/2” CEILING TRIM AND 3-1/4” CROWN MOLDING ARE AVAILABLE IN PONDEROSA AND SOUTHERN PINE.
Our Synergy Collection is the premium choice for discriminating homeowners and builders, and is available in three wood species.

Cypress is a beautiful, durable wood with a tight grain that is naturally more resistant to insects, rot, and decay. Offered in #2 and Select Grades.

Ponderosa Pine’s strength, density availability and fine texture make it a very popular and sustainable wood choice for your wood wall and ceiling projects. Offered in #2 Grade.

Southern Pine’s strength, value and character make it a great choice for ceilings and walls. Offered in #2 and C-Grade.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

Each board has a 5” face width. Available in V-Joint, Nickel Joint or Square Edge T&G patterns. Packaged in 4 piece bundles.

AUBURN BORDEAUX CLEAR COLONIAL

EBONY HONEY NANTUCKET WEATHERED GREY

Pecky Cypress is a rare and highly prized wood. The unusual “pecky” pattern is caused by a fungus that attacks the heartwood of mature Cypress trees, creating an effect of pocketing and striation. When the Cypress timber is milled, the natural grooves and divots create a very unique and rustic look.

Because of the growing scarcity of Pecky Cypress, we developed a proprietary process that re-creates the rare pecky appearance consistently throughout each plank. E-Peck is available in Cypress, Ponderosa Pine or Southern Pine boards.

Each board has a 5” face width. Available in V-Joint, Nickel Joint or Square Edge T&G patterns. Packaged in 4 piece bundles.

E-Peck® is available in Cypress, Ponderosa Pine or Southern Pine boards.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

SYNERGY WOOD™

1X4 S4S AND 1X6 S4S TRIM ALSO AVAILABLE. ALL MOLDING PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE IN CYPRESS. 1-1/2” CEILING TRIM AND 3-1/4” CROWN MOLDING ARE AVAILABLE IN PONDEROSA PINE AND SOUTHERN PINE.

SYNERGYWOOD.COM

THE LEADING EXPERT IN PREFINISHED WOOD FOR CEILINGS AND WALLS
Our Synergy Collection is the premium choice for discriminating homeowners and builders, and is available in three wood species.

**Cypress** is a beautiful, durable wood with a tight grain that is naturally more resistant to insects, rot, and decay. Offered in #2 and Select Grades.

**Ponderosa Pine**'s strength, density availability and fine texture make it a very popular and sustainable wood choice for your wood wall and ceiling projects. Offered in #2 Grade.

**Southern Pine**'s strength, value and character make it a great choice for ceilings and walls. Offered in #2 and C-Grade.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

Each board has a 5” face with random lengths (4’-14’) depending on the wood species with a choice of V-Joint or Nickel Joint T&G. Each bundle has 4 Synergy boards.

**Pecky Cypress** is a rare and highly prized wood. The unusual “pecky” pattern is caused by a fungus that attacks the heartwood of mature Cypress trees, creating an effect of pocketing and striation. When the Cypress timber is milled, the natural grooves and divots create a very unique and rustic look.

Because of the growing scarcity of Pecky Cypress, we developed a proprietary process that recreates the rare pecky appearance consistently throughout each plank. E-Peck® is available in Cypress, Ponderosa Pine or Southern Pine boards.

Each board has a 5” face width. Available in V-Joint, Nickel Joint or Square Edge T&G patterns. Packaged in 4 piece bundles.

Our skilled artisans hand select and handcraft each board to showcase nature’s beauty and unique grain patterns. Each plank is tongue & groove and end matched for a simple and easy installation. All of our Synergy products feature a rich hand wiped stain and zero VOC finish.

1X4 S4S AND 1X6 S4S TRIM ALSO AVAILABLE. ALL MOLDING PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE IN CYPRESS. 1-1/2” CEILING TRIM AND 3-1/4” CROWN MOLDING ARE AVAILABLE IN PONDEROSA PINE AND SOUTHERN PINE.

The leading expert in Prefinished Wood for Ceilings and Walls
Rustic Collage™ features three wood species, three coffeehouse inspired colors and multiple wood depths. Rustic Collage creates an authentic rustic look that is dramatic, durable and easy to install. Rustic Collage planks are made from 100% sustainable, kiln-dried Cypress, Ponderosa Pine and Southern Pine solid wood. Each board has a 4 1/4" face and 34" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 12 sq ft.

Rustic Barnwood features five widths - each width having a slight variation in thickness - adding depth and texture for a dramatic wall or ceiling. Variable width boards (2", 3", 4", 5" and 7"), 70" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 27.22 sq ft.

Rustic Farmhouse is a handcrafted, rustic wood plank that recreates the country charm of old farmhouse boards - without the hassles of finding and using dismantled wood panel. Rustic Farmhouse's kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pine boards add vintage character and texture for a dramatic, reclaimed wood look. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character for a chic look and feel - perfect for any interior project. Using only kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pine wood, Rustic Seaside planks are rough sawn and hand finished to create a classic beach house cottage look. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Nickel Joint T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Handcrafted Rustic Cypress boards are wired brushed and hand glazed to create a weathered, rustic look that adds warmth and character to any room. Rustic Cypress creates a classic, rustic wood look using Cypress boards. Cypress is a naturally beautiful and durable wood with a unique grain.

Our proprietary Rustic E-Peck® process creates a natural, rare pecky appearance made with solid Cypress boards. Each board is then wood brushed and glazed to create a classic, rustic product.
RUSTIC COLLECTION

Rustic Collage™ features three wood species, three coffeehouse inspired colors and multiple wood depths. Rustic Collage creates an authentic rustic look that is dramatic, durable and easy to install. Rustic Collage planks are made from 100% sustainable, kiln-dried Cypress, Ponderosa Pine and Southern Pine solid wood. Each board has a 4 1/4" face and 34" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 12 sq ft.

Rustic Barnwood creates a naturally beautiful, rectamed wood look - without the hassles of finding old wood panels. Each handcrafted solid Cypress wood plank is rough sawn, wire-brushed and hand finished to create a rustic, weathered look. Rustic Barnwood features five widths - each width having a slight variation in thickness - adding depth and texture for a dramatic wall or ceiling. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character to any interior project. Using only kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pine wood, Rustic Seaside planks are rough sawn and hand finished to create a classic beach house cottage look. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Nickel Joint T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Rustic Farmhouse is a handcrafted, rustic wood plank that recreates the country charm of old farmhouse boards - without the hassles of finding and using dismantled wood panel. Rustic Farmhouse’s kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pines boards add vintage character and texture for a dramatic, reclaimed wood look. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Nickel Joint T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Handcrafted Rustic Cypress boards are wired brushed and hand glazed to create a weathered, rustic look that adds warmth and character to any room. Our proprietary Rustic E-Peck® process creates a natural, rare pecky appearance made with solid Cypress boards. Each board is then wire brushed and glazed to create a classic, rustic product.
Rustic Collage ™ features three wood species, three coffeehouse inspired colors and multiple wood depths. Rustic Collage creates an authentic rustic look that is dramatic, durable and easy to install.

Rustic Collage planks are made from 100% sustainable, kiln-dried Cypress, Ponderosa Pine and Southern Pine solid wood. Each board has a 4 1/4" face and 34" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 12 sq ft.

Rustic Barnwood creates a naturally beautiful, rectangled wood look - without the hassles of finding old wood panels. Each handcrafted solid Cypress wood plank is rough sawn, wire-brushed and hand finished to create a rustic, weathered look.

Rustic Barnwood features five widths - each width having a slight variation in thickness - adding depth and texture for a dramatic wall or ceiling. Variable width boards (2", 3", 4", 5" and 7"), 70" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 27.22 sq ft.

Rustic Farmhouse is a handcrafted, rustic wood plank that recreates the country charm of old farmhouse boards - without the hassles of finding and using dismantled wood panel. Rustic Farmhouse’s kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pine boards add vintage character and texture for a dramatic, reclaimed wood look.

Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Square Edge T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character to a chic look and feel – perfect for any interior project.

Using only kiln-dried, sustainable Ponderosa Pine wood, Rustic Seaside planks are rough sawn and hand finished to create a classic beach house cottage look. Each board has a 5" face, 59 3/8" length with a Nickel Joint T&G. Each box covers 16.5 sq ft.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character to a chic look and feel – perfect for any interior project.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character to a chic look and feel – perfect for any interior project.

Rustic Seaside wood boards blend coastal charm with weathered shiplap style adding texture and vintage character to a chic look and feel – perfect for any interior project.

Handcrafted Rustic Cypress boards are wired brushed and hand glazed to create a weathered rustic look that adds warmth and character to any room.

Rustic Cypress creates a classic, rustic wood look using Cypress boards. Cypress is a naturally beautiful and durable wood with a unique grain.

Our proprietary Rustic E-Peck® process creates a natural, rare pecky appearance made with solid Cypress boards. Each board is then wirebrushed and glazed to create a classic, rustic product.

The highly desirable, natural “pecky” pattern occurs in the heartwood of mature Cypress trees creating an effect of pocketing.